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Abstract

The aim of this chapter is to give an overview of how the perception of a

regular beat in music can be studied in humans adults, human newborns,

and nonhuman primates using event-related brain potentials (ERPs). Next

to a review of the recent literature on the perception of temporal regularity

in music, we will discuss in how far ERPs, and especially the component

called mismatch negativity (MMN), can be instrumental in probing beat

perception. We conclude with a discussion on the pitfalls and prospects of

using ERPs to probe the perception of a regular beat, in which we present

possible constraints on stimulus design and discuss future perspectives.
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Introduction

In music, as in several other domains, events

occur over time. The way events are ordered in

time is commonly referred to as rhythm. In musi-

cal rhythm, unlike in other domains, we often

perceive an underlying regularity in time, which

is known as the pulse or the beat. The beat is a

regularly recurring salient moment in time [1].

The beat often coincides with an event, but a beat

can also coincide with plain silence ([2]; see

Fig. 1). At a higher level, we can hear regularity

in the form of regular stronger and weaker beats

and at a lower level, we can perceive regular

subdivisions of the beat. We thus can perceive

multiple levels of regularity in a musical rhythm,

which together create a hierarchical pattern of

saliency known as metrical structure or simply,

meter. In this chapter, we will mainly focus on

the processes underlying the perception of the

most salient level of regularity in this perceived

metrical structure: the beat.

The sensory and cognitive mechanisms of beat

perception have quite a history as a research topic

[3–8]. These mechanisms have been examined in
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many music perception studies, mostly from a

theoretical and psychological point of view

[4, 6, 9, 10]. More recently, beat perception

has attracted the interest of developmental

psychologists [11], cognitive biologists [12], evo-

lutionary psychologists [13], and neuroscientists

[14, 15]. In addition, in the last decades a change

can be observed from studying beat perception

from a psychophysical perspective (studying the

relation between stimulus and sensation) using

relatively simple stimulus materials [16], to study-

ing beat perception with more ecologically valid

materials that take the task and the effect of musi-

cal context into account [8, 17]. In its entirety this

has resulted in a substantial body of work using a

variety of methods. In this chapter we will focus

on studying the perception of the beat using

electrophysiological methods.

Beat Perception as a Fundamental
Cognitive Mechanism

It seems a trivial skill: children that clap along

with a song, musicians that tap their foot to the

music, or a stage full of line dancers that dance in

synchrony. And in a way it is indeed trivial. Most

people can easily pick up a regular pulse from the

music or can judge whether the music speeds up

or slows down. However, the realization that

perceiving this regularity in music allows us to

dance and make music together makes it a less

trivial phenomenon. Beat perception might well

be conditional to music [18], and as such it can be

considered a fundamental human trait that, argu-

ably, has played a decisive role in the origins of

music [13]. Three properties of the ability to

perceive a beat can be looked at when consider-

ing its role in the origins of music: whether it is

an innate (or spontaneously developing) ability,

whether it is specific to the domain of music and

whether it is a species-specific ability.

Innateness, Domain- and
Species-Specificity

Scientists are still divided whether beat percep-

tion develops spontaneously (emphasizing a

biological basis) or whether it is learned

(emphasizing a cultural basis). Some authors

consider a sensitivity to the beat to be acquired

during the first years of life, suggesting that the

ways in which babies are rocked and bounced in

time to music by their parents is the most impor-

tant factor in developing a sense for metrical

structure [19]. By contrast, more recent studies

emphasize a biological basis, suggesting that

beat perception is already functional in young

infants [20] and possibly even in 2–3 day old

newborns [21]. These recent empirical findings

can be taken as support for a genetic predisposi-

tion for beat perception, rather than it primarily

being a result of learning.

Furthermore, developmental studies suggest

that infants are not only sensitive to a regular

pulse, but also to regularity at a higher level

(two or more levels of pulse; [22]). Thus it is

possible that humans possess some processing

predisposition to extract hierarchically structured

regularities from music [23, 24]. To understand

more about these capacities to hear regularity in

music and to examine whether they are indeed

Fig. 1 A rhythm notated in common music notation

(labeled Score) and as dashes (sound) and dots (silence)
on a grid (labeled Rhythm). The perceived beat is marked

with bullets; one possible metrical interpretation is

marked with a metrical tree, with the length of the

branches representing the theoretical metric salience and

bullets marking the regularities at each metrical level. The

rest (labeled R) marks a ‘loud rest’ or syncopation: a
missing event on an induced beat
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(partly) innate, research with newborns provides

a suitable context [18, 21].

With regard to the domain-specificity of beat

perception convincing evidence is still lacking,

although it was recently argued that beat induc-

tion does not play a role (or is even avoided) in

spoken language [25]. Furthermore, the percep-

tion of a beat occurs more easily with auditory

than visual temporal stimuli [26], with audition

priming vision [27], but not vice versa [28].

With regard to the species specificity of beat

perception, it is still unclear which species have

this ability. It was recently shown that rhythmic

entrainment, long considered a human-specific

mechanism, can be demonstrated in a select

group of bird species [29–31], and not in more

closely related species such as nonhuman

primates [32, 33]. This is surprising when one

assumes a close mapping between a genetic pre-

disposition (specific genotypes) and specific cog-

nitive traits. However, more and more studies

show that genetically distantly related species

can show similar cognitive skills; skills that

more genetically closely related species fail to

show [34]. The observations regarding beat per-

ception in animals support the vocal learning

hypothesis [35] that suggests that rhythmic

entrainment is a by-product of the vocal learning

mechanisms that are shared by several bird and

mammal species, including humans, but that are

only weakly developed, or missing entirely, in

nonhuman primates [36]. Nevertheless it has to

be noted that, since no evidence of rhythmic

entrainment was found in many vocal learners

(including dolphins and songbirds; [30]), vocal

learning may be necessary, but clearly is not

sufficient for beat perception and rhythmic

entrainment. Furthermore, vocal learning itself

may lie over a continuum rather than being a

discrete ability, as for example sea lions

(Zalophus californianus) seem capable of rhyth-

mic entrainment [37] while there is little or no

evidence of vocal learning [38]. Whereas

research in human newborns can answer

questions about the innateness of beat percep-

tion, research in various animals can answer

questions about the species-specificity of beat

perception.

Beat Induction

We use the term beat induction for the cognitive

mechanism that supports the detection of a regu-

lar pulse from the varying surface structure of

musical sound. This term stresses that the per-

ception of a beat is not a passive process but an

active one in which a listener induces a particular

regular pattern from a rhythm. It emphasizes that

a beat does not always need to be physically

present in order to be perceived. This is, for

example, the case when we hear a syncopation
(or ‘loud rest’; see Fig. 1), in which the beat does

not coincide with an event in the musical surface,

but with a silence [18].

As we have seen, beat perception and beat

induction can be considered fundamental to

music perception and production. Questions of

innateness, domain-specificity and species-

specificity need to be addressed to further reveal

the relationship between beat perception and the

origins of music. Before we turn to a possible

method to answer these questions, first, the pos-

sible mechanisms that constitute beat perception

and beat induction will be discussed.

Possible Mechanisms of Beat
Induction

The Perception of a Beat

The perception of a beat is a bi-directional pro-

cess: not only can a varying musical rhythm

induce a regular beat, a regular beat can also

influence the perception of the very same rhythm

that induces it. Hence beat perception can be seen

as an interaction between bottom-up and top

down sensory and cognitive processes [10].

Initially, we induce a beat from various cues in

the music. Once a context of regularity is

established, we use the inferred beat to interpret

the music within this context and to predict

future events [7]. A perceived pulse is stable

and resistant to change [39]. However, if the

sensory input provides clear evidence for a dif-

ferent metrical structure, our perception of the
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beat can change. The relation between the events

in the music and the perceived temporal regular-

ity thus is a flexible one, in which the perceived

metrical structure is both inferred from the music

and has an influence on how we perceive the

music [40, 41].

Boundaries on Beat Perception

We can perceive regularity in music at different

metrical levels and thus at different timescales. It

should be noted that the perception of temporal

regularity is restricted by several perceptual

boundaries. We can perceive temporal regularity

with a period roughly in the timescale of

200–2,000 ms [42]. Within this range, we have

a clear preference for beats with a period around

600 ms or 100 beats/min. This rate is referred to

as preferred tempo [3]. A beat at this tempo is

usually very salient. Most empirical studies

looking at beat perception use a rate of stimulus

presentation that makes it possible to hear a beat

at preferred tempo level.

Beat Induction Through Accent
Structure

To infer a metrical structure from music we make

use of accents. In a sequence of events, an accent

is a more salient event because it differs from

other, non-accented events along some auditory

dimension [43]. When accents exhibit regularity

in time, we can induce a regular beat from them.

Accented tones are then usually perceived as on

the beat or, on a higher level, as coinciding with a

strong rather than a weak beat [44].

A sequence of events in time, such as a musi-

cal rhythm, also contains purely temporal

accents that arise from the structure of event

onsets rather than from acoustic changes in the

sound. Events are perceived as more or less

salient depending on their length and position in

a rhythm. Povel and Essens [4] describe three

ways in which a temporal accent can occur.

First, when an onset is isolated relative to other

onsets, it sounds like an accent. Second, when

two onsets are grouped together, the second onset

sounds accented. Finally, for groups of three or

more onsets, the first and/or last tone of the group

will be perceived as an accent.

While it has been suggested that beat induc-

tion is mainly guided by these temporal accents

[45], recently it has been shown that pitch

accents also play a role in perceiving the beat

[43, 46]. It is very likely that in natural music,

many features of tones can contribute to an

accent structure and our perception of the beat,

including not only pitch, but also timbre and

intensity. In line with this, Bolger et al. [27]

and Tierney and Kraus [47] showed that the use

of ecologically valid stimuli can actually

enhance the perception of a beat. However, to

date, melodic, timbre and intensity accents have

been largely ignored in many studies examining

beat perception.

Beyond Accents

While accents explain a large part of how we

infer a beat and metrical structure from music,

several other processes must be taken into

account. First, it must be noted that we some-

times perceive temporal structure without any

accents present. Rather, we actually imagine

accents where they are not psychically present.

This phenomenon has been termed subjective

rhythmization and is very apparent when listen-

ing to a clock. Whereas every tick of a clock is

equal, we often hear every other tick as an accent

(e.g., ‘tick-tock’ instead of ‘tick-tick’). Direct

evidence for the presence of subjective rhythmi-

zation in isochronous sequences comes from

studies comparing the brain response to tones in

odd positions (which are subjectively accented)

with the response to tones in even positions

(which are not subjectively accented). It was

found that slightly softer tones were perceived

as more salient in odd than in even positions [48].

While this shows the presence of the effect, the

mechanism underlying subjective rhythmization

is still unclear [49].

A second influence on beat induction is our

previous experience. Hannon and Trehub [50]
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showed how cultural background and exposure

to music can affect how well we can discern a

metrical structure. In their study, participants

listened to folk melodies with either a simple or

a complex metrical structure. They were subse-

quently presented with two alterations of the

melody, one in which the metrical structure was

preserved, and one in which the metrical struc-

ture was violated. Participants then rated the

similarity of the altered melodies to the original

melody. Adults of Bulgarian and Macedonian

origin, who are accustomed to complex metrical

structures (i.e., compound meters like 5/8 or 7/8),

differentiated between structure-preserving and

structure-violating alterations in both complex

and simple metrical structures. However,

participants with a Western background did so

only in the melodies with a simple meter. This

was most likely due to the fact that Western

listeners are not familiar with complex meters.

Interestingly, 6 month-old infants responded dif-

ferentially to structure-preserving and structure-

violating alterations regardless of whether they

occurred in a simple or complex metrical struc-

ture. This implies that the difference between the

adults from Western and Balkan cultures is due

to enculturation, which takes place sometime

after the age of 6 months. It shows that the

culture with which we are familiar influences

how we perceive the metrical structure (for

more evidence regarding the effect of culture on

beat and meter perception, see [51]). In addition

to the familiarity of different metrical structures,

our culture can also provide us with template of

certain patterns that specify a certain metrical

structure. For example, snare drum accents in

rock music often indicate the offbeat rather than

the beat [7].

Finally, in addition to the influence of an

accent structure, subjective rhythmization and

our previous experience, the perception of a

beat can also be guided by conscious effort. By

consciously adjusting the phase or period of the

regularity we perceive, we can influence which

tones we hear on the beat. For example, when we

listen to an isochronous series of tones, without

any instruction, we will hear every other tone as

accented [49]. However, by conscious effort, we

can project a beat on every third tone, thus

adjusting the period of the beat to our will. This

ability has been very useful in examining beat

and meter perception, because it can allow us to

hear a physically identical stimulus as on the beat

or not, depending on the (instructions for

examples, see [52, 53]). Any change in neural

activity found can then reliably be attributed to

beat perception, without having to control for

physical differences between tones that are on

or off the beat.

To summarize, beat induction is guided by the

temporal and acoustic structure of events. It is

constrained by our perceptual system and can be

influenced by our earlier exposure to music, sub-

jective rhythmization and conscious effort. When

we listen to music, we induce a beat from the

sensory input and then use that information to

predict future events within a metrical frame-

work. One way of understanding the mechanisms

of beat perception is in the framework of the

predictive coding theory (see Vuust et al., last

chapter of this volume). Another prominent the-

ory explaining the interaction between the vary-

ing sensory input and beat perception is the

Dynamic Attending Theory [54].

Dynamic Attending Theory

Dynamic Attending Theory (DAT) explains the

perception of metrical structure as regular

fluctuations in attention. It proposes that internal

fluctuations in attentional energy, termed attend-

ing rhythms, generate expectancies about when

future events occur. When attentional energy is

heightened an event is expected. Such a peak in

attentional energy is perceived as a metrically

strong position, i.e., on the beat. The internal

fluctuations in attentional energy can entrain to

the rhythm of external events, by adapting their

phase and period, which corresponds to how we

infer a metrical structure from events in the

music. The attending rhythms are self-sustaining

and can occur at multiple levels, tracking events

with different periods simultaneously [6, 55].

These features correspond respectively to the

stability of our metrical percept and the
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perception of multiple hierarchical levels of reg-

ularity [39]. As such, DAT can explain many

aspects of beat and meter perception. Behavioral

support for DAT comes from studies showing a

processing advantage in metrically strong

positions for temporal intervals [6], pitch [56]

and phonemes [57]. This is thought to be the

result of the peaks in attentional energy

associated with metrically salient positions.

At a neural level, beat and meter perception

have been hypothesized to originate from neural

oscillations that resonate to external events (neu-
ral resonance, see [39]). This view on the per-

ception of metrical structure can be seen as an

extension of DAT and makes largely the same

predictions. Like the attending rhythms in DAT,

neural oscillations are suggested to be self-

sustaining and are suggested to adapt their

phase and period to an external rhythm. In addi-

tion to these features, neural oscillations may

arise at frequencies that are not in the stimulus,

which may be an explanation for the phenome-

non of subjective rhythmization [39].

Snyder and Large [58] provided some empiri-

cal evidence for the neural resonance theory, by

showing that high frequency neural oscillations

reflect rhythmic expectancy. They presented

participants with a rhythm consisting of

alternating loud and soft tones, while measuring

their brain activity using electroencephalography

(EEG). With this method it is possible to measure

the electric activity of the brain with high tempo-

ral precision and thus, it is possible to show high

frequency neuronal oscillations. The results

showed that a peak in induced gamma

oscillations (20–80 Hz) coincided with the

sounds. When a loud sound was omitted, this

peak was still present, which was interpreted as

evidence that the induced activity represented the

regular underlying beat, which continued even

without physical input. Additional evidence in

this line was provided by Zanto et al. [59],

Iversen et al. [52] and Fujioka et al. [60]. In

each of these studies, induced oscillatory activity

was shown to relate to metrical expectations. The

question remains, however, whether neural reso-

nance is actively influencing rhythm perception

or whether it is an emergent attribute of the EEG

response induced by the rhythmic structure of the

stimulus itself [61]. Also, to date, support for

neural resonance as an explanation for beat per-

ception only comes from studies using isochro-

nous stimuli. Whether neural resonance also

explains phenomena such as subjective rhythmi-

zation and beat perception with more complex

stimuli remains to be tested.

Metrical Structure Is Perceived in Motor
Areas of the Brain

EEG provides excellent temporal resolution.

However, to localize the networks involved in

beat perception, the superior spatial resolution of

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is

needed. The overall picture emerging from fMRI

studies looking at beat perception is that of large

involvement of the motor areas in the brain. Grahn

and Brett [14] examined beat perception using

different rhythmic sequences, containing temporal

accents (i.e. accents that arise from the structure of

event onsets; cf. [4]). In some rhythms these

accents were spaced evenly, while in other

rhythms they were irregular. Rhythms with regu-

lar accents were considered to bemetrical rhythms

and rhythms with irregular accents non-metrical.

Only metrical rhythms induced a beat, as was

confirmed by a behavioral test. Using fMRI it

could be shown that during listening to metrical

rhythms the basal ganglia and the supplementary

motor area (SMA) were more active than during

listening to non-metrical rhythms, implicating

these areas in beat perception. The findings of

Grahn and Brett [14] were confirmed by several

subsequent studies showing activations not only in

the basal ganglia and SMA, but also in the cere-

bellum and pre-motor areas [62–64]. Importantly,

activity in a network of motor areas was consis-

tently observed, even when participants were

asked not to make overt movements. This shows

that these areas are involved when people just

listen to a metrical rhythm (for a review on the

neural correlates of beat and meter perception, see

[65, 66]).

Motor areas have been implicated in time

perception in general. However, recently it was
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shown that specific networks are dedicated to

perceiving absolute and relative durations

respectively. While a network comprising the

cerebellum and the inferior olive is involved in

absolute duration-based timing, a different net-

work, including the basal ganglia and the SMA,

is active for relative or beat-based timing [67].

The perception of a beat, which requires the

perception of temporal regularity, thus appears

to be a distinct process from the general percep-

tion of temporal intervals. We will refer to this as

the auditory timing dissociation hypothesis (see
also [68, 69]).

To summarize, regular fluctuations in atten-

tional energy and neural resonance have been

suggested to explain the perception of metrical

structure. Also, a role for a network of motor

areas in the brain, including the basal ganglia

and the SMA, has been implicated. Finally, a

dissociation between rhythm perception and

beat perception has been suggested.

Beat Perception in Human Adults,
Human Newborns, and Nonhuman
Primates

As discussed in the Introduction, some of the

main questions regarding beat perception are

concerned with whether beat perception is innate

(or spontaneously developing) and/or species-

specific. These questions about beat perception

can potentially be answered by testing human

newborns and nonhuman animals. These

questions ask for a method that is non-invasive

and does not require an overt response from the

participant. EEG is well suited for this task and

has the temporal resolution to track the percep-

tion of a beat over time. One way of looking at

beat perception with EEG is by measuring neural

oscillations. While this provides a promising way

of examining beat perception, this line of

research is very recent and has mostly been

tested in adult participants under attended

conditions. It is not yet clear whether beat per-

ception can be measured through neural reso-

nance in special groups of participants, like

children, newborns or animals, and in conditions

in which participants do not attend to the rhythm.

Questions regarding the innateness and species-

specificity of beat perception have been

addressed using EEG with the more traditional

and well-studied approach of looking at event-

related potentials (ERPs). In the remainder of

this chapter we will therefore focus on using

auditory ERPs in probing beat perception.

Measuring Beat Induction with
Event-Related Potentials (ERPs)

Using ERPs to Probe Beat Perception

ERPs are hypothesized to reflect the sensory and

cognitive processing in the central nervous sys-

tem associated with particular (auditory) events

[70]. ERPs are isolated from the EEG signal by

averaging the signal in response to many trials

containing the event of interest. Through this

averaging procedure, any activity that is not

time-locked to the event is averaged out, leaving

the response specific to the event of interest: the

ERP. While ERPs do not provide a direct func-

tional association with the underlying neural pro-

cesses, there are several advantages to the

technique, such as the ability to record tempo-

rally fine-grained and covert responses not

observable in behavior. Also, several ERP

components have been well studied and

documented, not only in human adults, but also

in newborns and animals. Some of these

components, used in testing beat perception, are

elicited with an oddball paradigm.

An auditory oddball paradigm consists of a

regular sequence of stimuli (standards), in

which infrequently a stimulus is changed (devi-

ant) in some feature (e.g., pitch, intensity, etc.).

The deviant stimulus thus violates a regularity

that is established by the standard stimuli.

Depending on the task of the subject a deviant

stimulus elicits a series of ERP components

reflecting different stages and mechanisms of

processing. The mismatch negativity (MMN),

which is a negative ERP component elicited

between 100 and 200 ms after the deviant

stimulus, reflects automatic deviance detection
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through a memory-template matching process

(see Fig. 2). The N2b is a component similar to

the MMN in latency, polarity and function, but it

is only elicited when the deviant is attended and

relevant to the task. At around 300 ms after the

deviant stimulus, a positive component can

occur, known as the P3a, which reflects attention

switching and orientation towards the deviant

stimulus. For task relevant deviants, this compo-

nent can overlap with the slightly later P3b,

reflecting match/mismatch with a working mem-

ory representation [71, 72]. Finally, the reorien-

tation negativity (RON; 400–600 ms) reflects

switching back attention to the original task

[73]. Several of these ERP components are

known to index the magnitude of a regularity

violation. A larger deviation from regularity

yields a MMN, N2b, P3a and P3b with earlier

latency and larger amplitude [74–77]. This prop-

erty is exploited when probing beat perception

with ERPs.

The general idea of using ERPs to probe beat

perception is that an event on the beat is per-

ceived differently from an event occurring not

on the beat and thus that two physically identical

events in different metrical positions should yield

different brain responses. Moreover, because we

perceive events on the beat as different from

events not on the beat, we also perceive deviants

on the beat as different from deviants not on the

beat. An effect of metrical position on the ERP

response to a deviant event is therefore

interpreted as evidence for the presence of beat

perception. In general, it is thought that deviant

events on the beat are detected better than devi-

ant events not on the beat and thus that the former

elicit earlier and larger amplitude ERP responses

than the latter [78].

An example of how deviant detection can

show the presence of beat perception comes

from studies examining subjective rhythmization

[48, 49]. In these studies, participants were

presented with an isochronous series of tones.

They were hypothesized to perceive the tones in

odd positions as stronger than tones in even

positions. Infrequently, a softer tone was

introduced, either in odd or in even positions.

These deviants elicited an N2b and a P3b. The

P3b to deviants in odd positions had a larger

amplitude than the P3b to deviants in even

positions, showing that the deviants were

indeed detected better—or perceived as more

violating—on the beat. Other studies have

shown that the P3b component to deviants is

Fig. 2 Idealized event-related potential (ERP) responses

to unattended stimuli in an oddball paradigm, showing the

standard (dotted line), deviant (solid line) and deviant

minus standard difference waveform (bold line).

The mismatch negativity (MMN), P3a and reorientation

negativity (RON) components are highlighted with grey
shading indicating standard latency windows
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larger when the deviants occur in a regular

sequence than when they occur in a sequence

with random inter-onset intervals [78, 79].

While the elicitation of an N2b and a P3b

requires attention and a conscious effort towards

detecting deviant stimuli, the MMN is automatic

and mostly independent of attention. As such, it

has been possible to show MMN-like responses

in newborn infants as well as in nonhuman spe-

cies. This makes the MMN an ideal ERP compo-

nent for interspecies comparisons and for testing

the innateness of beat perception, provided that

the MMN response is indeed sensitive to metrical

structure and that beat perception can be shown

to be pre-attentive in human adults. In the fol-

lowing sections, the MMN component and its

relation to beat perception is discussed.

The Mismatch Negativity (MMN)

In general, the MMN is elicited when incoming

sounds mismatch the neural representations of

regularities extracted from the acoustic environ-

ment. Violations of the regularity in sound

features such as pitch, duration or timbre can elicit

anMMN [80, 81]. Also violations of abstract rules

(i.e. one auditory feature predicting another; [82])

or stimulus omissions [83] can cause an MMN.

The MMN is regarded as a predictive process [84]

reflecting the detection of regularity-violations

(for reviews see [85, 86]).

The processes underlying the MMN are

thought to be automatic, however, the MMN

can be modulated by attention [87] and even be

completely eliminated when deviations in

attended and unattended auditory streams vie

for feature specific processing resources [88].

The fact that MMN can be elicited even in coma-

tose patients [85], sleeping newborns [89] and

anesthetized animals [90] illustrates the relative

independence from attention. The latency and

amplitude of the MMN are sensitive to the rela-

tive magnitude of the regularity violation [74,

76] and correspond to discrimination perfor-

mance in behavioral tasks [91]. These properties

can be exploited when, for example, beats on

metrically strong and weak positions are

compared or the relation between attention and

beat perception is tested.

Using MMN to Probe Beat Perception
in Human Adults

To date there has been only a handful of studies

that used MMN to study beat perception. The

different methods in these studies have two com-

mon design goals: First, all studies present

subjects with stimuli that induce a metrical struc-

ture and the responses to regularity violations

occurring on different metrical positions (e.g.

on the beat and not on the beat) are compared.

Second, all studies try to control attention to test

whether the processes involved in differentiating

between different metrical positions are auto-

matic or dependent on attention, i.e. to study

whether beat perception is pre-attentive [92].

The existing literature, however, contains incon-

sistent results (for a related review, see [65]).

Geiser et al. [93] presented subjects with

rhythmic patterns containing temporal accents

consistent with a regular 3/4 bar (e.g. the metrical

structure of a waltz). In these metrically regular

sequences infrequently a pitch deviant, a viola-

tion of the metrical structure or a violation of the

temporal surface structure of the rhythm was

introduced. The meter violations consisted of

the addition or removal of an eight note to the

regular 3/4 bar. To create the rhythm violations,

one or two eight notes were substituted by two or

four sixteenth notes, leaving the metrical struc-

ture intact. Subjects had to either ignore the

changes in the temporal domain and detect the

pitch changes (unattended condition) or ignore

the pitch changes and detect the temporal

changes (attended condition). Regardless of

subjects’ musical training, rhythm violations

elicited an MMN-like component in both

attended and unattended conditions. Meter

violations however only elicited an MMN-like

component in the attended condition, implying

that attention is required to induce a beat. In an

experiment with similar attentional control,

Vuust et al. [94, 95] did find MMN responses to

large temporal violations of the metrical
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structure regardless of musical training and atten-

tion. Unfortunately the large changes violated

not only the meter but also other parameters,

like the underlying temporal grid. As this in itself

would lead to a MMN response, it is not clear

from these results whether the MMN system is

indeed sensitive to metrical structure.

A converse result comes from the experiment

of Geiser et al. [96] who used identical regular 3/

4 bar sequences as in their earlier study [93].

However, in this study deviants in the form of

intensity accents were introduced at meter-

congruous and meter-incongruous positions.

The attention control was achieved in this exper-

iment by asking subjects to attend to a silenced

movie, a common procedure in many MMN

experiments [86]. Geiser et al. [96] found an

enhanced MMN to accents in meter-incongruous

positions for musicians and, to a lesser extent, for

non-musicians, providing evidence in support of

beat perception being pre-attentive. The

conclusions drawn by this and the previous [93]

study are radically different, while identical beat

inducing stimuli were used. As such, these stud-

ies very clearly show how large the influence of

different attentional controls and experimental

design on the results can be.

Ladinig et al. [23, 24] took a somewhat differ-

ent approach to meter perception in a study

where they compared the responses of musically

untrained subjects to omissions of tones with two

different levels of metrical salience in a rock

drum pattern (see Fig. 3). Two different levels

of attention control were employed. In the pas-

sive condition subjects were attending to a silent

movie, as in Geiser et al. [96]. In the unattended
condition subjects were attending to intensity

changes in a continuous stream of white noise.

The latter condition was designed to be a strict

control for attention as it required attention in the

same modality, but for a different auditory

stream. Results showed that the MMN responses

elicited by infrequent omissions on the first beat

(deviant D1; large violation of the metrical struc-

ture) and the second beat (deviant D2; smaller

violation of the metrical structure) differed in

latency but not in amplitude. The latency differ-

ence indicates faster processing for the larger

metric violation, suggesting that the metrical

structure was picked up without attention.

Studying pre-attentive beat perception using

the MMN is not as straightforward as one might

like. Most notably, the use of acoustically rich

stimuli (with potential differences between

sounds in different metrical positions) may inter-

fere in unforeseen ways with the ERP results (cf.

[92]). One possible future direction is to strive

for even more minimalistic paradigms and to test

whether the auditory system automatically

imposes structure to incoming unattended stimuli

that have no apparent structure (e.g., isochronous

sequences of the same sounds; subjective rhyth-

mization). Alternatively, priming paradigms

could be used that test how long externally

imposed structure persists when the input is no

longer structured. As the MMN responds not

only to temporal but also to pitch and timbre

deviants, it does allow studying more complex

accent structures, a topic mostly ignored so far.

In summary, while the automatic nature of

beat perception is not yet fully understood,

MMN seems to be a promising candidate for

measuring beat perception. In the next sections,

we will discuss how ERPs in general and the

MMN in particular can be used to examine beat

perception in human newborns and nonhuman

primates and other animals.

Measuring ERPs in Human Newborns

MMN-like ERP responses in newborns were first

measured by Alho et al. [89]. Since then several

studies tried to identify the correlates of deve-

loping and adult-like auditory processing.

Recordings from newborns are inherently noisier

than recordings from adults therefore MMN-like

responses in newborns are not very robust. On

the one hand the brain is in extremely rapid

development during the first years of life. On

the other hand the length of experiments are

necessarily short and do not allow for complex

experimental designs or extensive data collection

to improve signal to noise ratio. ERPs both nega-

tive and positive in polarity and within a wide

variety of latency ranges from about 80 ms up to
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500 ms were found in response to oddball

designs, also in absence of attention (the EEG

recording in newborns is made during sleep). It is

not yet clear whether the infants’ responses are

identical or only analogous to the adult MMN

responses, but based on the different ERP

responses to deviant and standard tones we can

assume that the information on which the

deviant-standard discrimination is based is avail-

able to the infant’s brain. However, further

processing steps are unclear. With these caveats

in mind in the discussion below we will refer to

these ERP responses found in newborns and

young infants as MMN.

Several abilities that underlie music percep-

tion seem to be functioning already at birth.

Newborns are able to separate two sound streams

based on sound frequency [97] and detect pattern

repetitions which they incorporate into their

model of the auditory scene [98]. Most important

to beat perception is the ability to process tempo-

ral relations. Presenting a stimulus earlier or later

than expected in an isochronous sequence elicits

an MMN in 10-month old infants (Brannon et al.

2004), at least for large time intervals

(500–1,500 ms). Newborns are also sensitive to

shorter changes (60–100 ms) in stimulus length

[99, 100] and 6-month old infants detect even

shorter gaps (4–16 ms) inserted in tones [101,

102] showing the remarkable temporal resolution

of the auditory system. Furthermore, Háden et al.

[103] showed that newborns are sensitive to

Fig. 3 Stimuli as used in

several studies on beat and

meter perception e.g., [21,
23, 33]. S1–S4 are the

standards and D1 and D2

the deviants used in an

oddball paradigm. The

different percussion sounds

are marked as hi-hat, snare

and bass (see for more

information www.mcg.uva.

nl/newborns/ and www.

mcg.uva.nl/monkeys/)
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changes in the presentation rate of the stimula-

tion, can detect the beginning of sound trains,

and react to the omission of expected stimuli.

These results indicate that investigating phenom-

ena reliant on temporal processing (e.g., beat

perception) is viable.

Using MMN to Probe Beat Perception
in Human Newborns

In the only experiment to date on beat perception

in newborns Winkler et al. [21] used a variant of

the paradigm used in Ladinig et al. ([23], see

Fig. 3) to test whether newborns are able to

extract a regular beat from a varying rhythmic

stimulus. Sounds at the position of the strongest

beat (the ‘downbeat’) in a 4/4 rock drum pattern

were occasionally omitted (D1 in Fig. 3). The

response to these omissions was compared to the

response to omissions on weak metrical positions

(e.g. not on the beat, S2–S4 in Fig. 3) and the

response to omissions in a control sequence

consisting of patterns in which the downbeat

was always omitted. The ERP responses to the

omissions on the downbeat differed significantly

from responses to patterns without omission,

omissions on weak positions and also omissions

in the control sequence. The results were

interpreted as proof to newborns ability to detect

a beat.

Some reservations remain however. In the

experimental design used there is no guarantee

that the perceived phase of the control sequence

was the same as the perceived phase of the other

sequences (see also [23]). This is important

because a different interpretation of the control

sequence would mean that the position of the

beat in the sequence might also be different.

Another possible problem is that the acoustic

context of weak and strong metrical positions is

not identical. Finally, the omitted sounds on

weak and strong positions are not physically

identical. Therefore comparing them might be

problematic (see also Discussion section).

The available evidence points to beat percep-

tion as an innate ability that is shaped by learning

later on [11]. However, there is still some

confirmation needed for newborn beat percep-

tion. New experiments should take into account

the weaknesses of the Winkler et al. [21] design.

In doing so, it would be beneficial to examine

responses to temporal or spectral violations of

regularity instead of omissions, as this would

produce clearer electrical signals. In addition,

this would allow for varying the tempo of the

stimuli and loosen the constraint for relatively

fast tempi (i.e., 150 inter-stimulus interval or

shorter) that is needed for omission studies [83].

Measuring ERPs in Nonhuman Animals

There is quite some discussion on whether beat

perception is species-specific [36]. The evidence

that is in support of beat perception in certain

species comes from experiments that test entrain-

ment to a beat through overt behavior (e.g., [29]).

However, if the production of synchronized

movement to sound or music is not observed in

certain species, this is no evidence for the

absence of beat perception. It could well be that

certain animals are simply not able to synchro-

nize their movements to a varying rhythm, while

they can perceive a beat. With behavioral

methods that rely on overt motoric responses it

is difficult to separate between the contribution

of perception and action. Electrophysiological

measures, such as ERP, that do not require an

overt response, provide an attractive alternative

to probe beat perception in animals.

Since the discovery of the MMN component

researchers have tried to find analogous pro-

cesses in animal models [104] and to integrate

deviance detection and predictive processing into

a general framework of auditory perception

[105]. A wide range of electrophysiological

methods from scalp electrodes to single-cell

recordings have been used on animal models.

These methods highlight different phenomena

of varying spatial and temporal resolution. The

most vital difference is that scalp and epidural

recordings may yield components similar to the

human MMN (i.e. electric responses generated

by large brain areas), whereas local field poten-

tial, multiunit activity and single-cell recordings
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work on a lower spatial scale and reflect stimulus
specific adaptation (SSA; [106]). SSA has many

common properties with MMN; both can be

observed in similar paradigms and it is still

debated whether SSA reflects the cellular level

activity underlying MMN. However, this does

not concern the main aim of this chapter and

will not be discussed further (see Chap. 9 for

more information on this topic).

Using epidural recording, MMN-like

responses have been shown in different species

including rats (for a review see [107]), cats [90,

108, 109] and macaque monkeys [110, 111]. In

most of these studies, frequency and amplitude

violations were used. In rats, deviance detection

was shown for both a temporal feature, sound

duration [107], as well as to an abstract feature,

namely melodic contour [112]. Recordings from

scalp electrodes showed MMN responses in mice

[113] and in a single chimpanzee [114]. While

not all attempts at recording MMN-like

responses from animals were successful, it

seems that MMN can be reliably elicited in ani-

mal models and thus can be used to study audi-

tory processing in nonhuman animals.

Using MMN to Probe Beat Perception
in Nonhuman Primates

Honing et al. [33] recorded ERPs from the scalp

of macaque monkeys. This study demonstrates

that an MMN-like ERP component can be

measured in rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta),

both for pitch deviants and unexpected

omissions. Together these results provide sup-

port for the idea that the MMN can be used as

an index of the detection of regularity-violations

in an auditory signal in monkeys.

In addition, the study showed that rhesus

monkeys, using stimuli and an experimental par-

adigm identical to Winkler et al. [21], are not

able to detect the regularity—the beat—induced

by a varying rhythm, while being sensitive to the

rhythmic grouping structure. These findings are

in support of the hypothesis that beat perception

is species-specific, and it is likely restricted to

vocal learners such as a selected group of bird

species, while absent in nonhuman primates such

as rhesus monkeys.

The result is also in support of the dissociation

hypothesis that posits different neural networks

being active for interval-based and beat-based

timing, of which only the former is shared

between non-vocal learning species [33, 69].

Testing beat perception in animals has only

started recently and there is still much work to be

done [36]. The MMN component seems like a

good index of beat perception as it can be elicited

in several different species. Unfortunately most

of the vocal learning species, such as cetaceans

and pinnipeds, are not typical targets for ERP

studies. Interestingly, a recent study suggests at

least some level of vocal learning in mice [115].

This might prove to be an alternative starting

point for testing beat perception in nonhuman

animals.

Discussion and Conclusion

In this chapter we have seen that the percep-

tion of metrical structure seems specific to the

domain of music and is shared with only a

limited number of non-human animals. None-

theless, this ability seems very basic to

humans. People readily synchronize to a beat

in a wide variety of settings, like concerts,

demonstrations, when marching and when

singing a song together. This apparent contra-

diction between the ease with which we are

capable of hearing a beat and the uniqueness

of this skill raises several questions about how

fundamental the perception of metrical struc-

ture really is.

We have shown how ERPs can be used to

answer fundamental questions about beat per-

ception. Measuring ERPs is relatively

straightforward, it can be realized in

populations that are difficult to study behav-

iorally (like infants and monkeys), and it is a

well-researched method. However, several

issues remain.

One of the challenges in examining beat

perception is to balance the need for highly

controlled stimuli with the aim to use stimuli

that are ecologically valid. On the one hand,

future research must address the role of
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different acoustic features in beat perception.

Most research in this area has focused on

temporal accents and has used either very

simple or even isochronous sequences.

While this is useful in controlling acoustic

factors, it is not a very natural way of testing

beat induction. In natural music, different

types of accents often work together in shap-

ing our metrical expectancies. The role of

intensity accents, melodic accents and our

previous experience has only been looked at

very sparsely. However, using more natural

stimuli can create problems in interpreting

the results.

In natural music, a beat is induced by creat-

ing accents on the beat. Because accented

sounds by definition need to stand out from

non-accented sounds, this often means that

tones on the beat have a different sound than

tones that are not on the beat. When comparing

the response to events on the beat and events

that are not on the beat, these sound differences

need to be taken into account. An example of

this problem can be found in the work of

Winkler et al. [21], who showed that newborn

infants respond to the omission of a beat, but

not to the omission of a sound that was not on

the beat. While these results showed that the

newborns differentiated between sounds in dif-

ferent metrical positions, it cannot be

completely ruled out that they did so on the

basis of differences in sound rather than posi-

tion. The sounds that were on the beat were

composed of a bass drum and a hi-hat sound,

while the sounds that were not on the beat were

composed of a single hi-hat sound. This means

it is possible that the newborns responded dif-

ferently to the omission of different sounds. To

exclude alternative explanations like these,

stimuli must be designed in which physical

differences between the sounds in different

metrical positions cannot influence the results

[92]. Thus, balancing the design of

ecologically valid stimuli with the experimen-

tal control needed to draw firm conclusions

continues to be a challenge.

Another issue to be addressed in future

research is the apparent gap between the

sometimes contradicting, results obtained

with the different methods used in probing

beat perception. Some consensus is emerging

on which brain networks are involved in the

perception of beat and meter and how brain

dynamics might be accountable for our metri-

cal expectations. However, the connection

between these findings remains unclear.

Also, studies to date have all used slightly

different stimuli and tasks, which in some

cases results in radically different or even

contradicting conclusions [23, 66, 93]. Once

the different methods are used with similar

paradigms, tasks and stimuli, it will be possi-

ble to directly compare the results and this

will hopefully allow us to get a more coherent

picture of the perception of beat and meter,

and address its apparent innateness, domain-

and species-specificity. All in all, this research

will contribute to a better understanding of the

fundamental role that beat and meter percep-

tion play in music.
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